June 10, 2021

COVID-19 Update – Path to Green, COVID-19
Vaccination Information and Mental Health support.
Dear Members:
Path to Green Phase of Recovery
On May 27, 2021, the Province of NB announced its path to the green phase of recovery and
the timing for an eventual end to the Mandatory Order and the State of Emergency. This
path to green will see a loosening of restrictions in three phases subject to specific conditions
including vaccination rates, low numbers of COVID-19 hospitalizations and all health zones
remaining in the yellow zone. Details of each of the phases and their specific conditions can
be found in this information prepared by the Province of NB (Click Link).
For REALTORS® we would like to identify a few key highlights of this path to green
recovery plan:
• When we achieve the conditions required to enter phase I of the path to the green level
of recovery, all those travelling into New Brunswick will still be required to register
their travel into the Province of NB at the following link: Travel Registration When
phase II of the path to green is reached, the requirement to register your travel will be
lifted for anyone travelling into New Brunswick from within Atlantic Canada (including
Nova Scotia), Avignon region or Témiscouata region of Quebec. When phase III of path
to green is reached, there will no longer be a requirement to register travel into New
Brunswick.
• In phase I, the current rules for designated isolation hotels will remain in effect for
anyone travelling from outside NL, PE, Avignon and Témiscouata region of Quebec.
• In phase I of the path to green, those wishing to move to New Brunswick, rotational
workers and anyone travelling to NB from outside of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Prince Edward Island, Avignon and Témiscouata region of Quebec will be required to
self-isolate and take a COVID-19 test between days five and seven before they can
discontinue their isolation.
• When phase II of the path to green is reached, anyone from within Atlantic Canada
(including Nova Scotia), Avignon region or Témiscouata region of Quebec may enter
New Brunswick without the requirement to self-isolate.
• When phase II of the path to green is reached, any Canadian travellers or travellers from
Maine, who have had at least one dose of COVID-19 vaccine, will be permitted to enter
without needing to self-isolate. In this phase II, any Canadian travellers, or travellers
from Maine, who have not been vaccinated will be permitted to enter the province but
will be subject to testing and isolation requirements. There will also be specific isolation
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and testing requirements for any international travellers entering New Brunswick with
fewer than two doses of a vaccine.
When entering phase III, the Mandatory Order will be lifted and there will no longer be
any restrictions.

Vaccination Information
The Province of New Brunswick’s path to green recovery plan is dependent on the Province
of NB achieving certain vaccination targets. For those who are interested in learning more
about COVID-19 vaccines or how to book and prepare for a vaccine appointment, please
click the following link (Province of NB – Vaccination information.). The COVID-19
consent form and after-care vaccine information sheets can be found at this link. In addition,
the consent form and after-care vaccine information sheets are available in both French and
English and have also been translated into 11 additional languages.
Information on Mental Health
For anyone who is seeking support for their mental health, the Province of NB has provided
a list of helpful resources. These resources can be found at the following link (click link).
Key Reminders
We ask all REALTORS® to please continue to be vigilant by following all public health
guidelines including:
• stay home if you are sick.
• wash your hands regularly.
• maintain physical distancing (2 meters or 6 feet apart).
• wear non-medical masks.
• complete COVID-19 screening.
• regularly clean and disinfect high touch areas.
• retain proper contact tracing information.
• consistently carrying out all the actions outlined in your up-to-date operational plan
and keep a copy with you at all times (electronic or hard copy).
• If you have COVID-19 symptoms, even if those symptoms are mild, please use the
self-assessment tool available on-line to determine if you should be tested for
COVID-19. Self-Assessment Tool; and
• Download the COVID-19 Alert App Covid Alert App. If you have questions
including privacy concerns about the COVID Alert App, please click here.
Thank you for doing your part to protect your clients, your fellow REALTORS® and all
New Brunswickers!
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